
Panajotis Žamos
PHP backend developer with 13+ years of experience

Belgrade / Serbia / Europe

panos@holisticagency.com
www.linkedin.com/in/zamos
http://holisticagency.com

EXPERIENCE

LearnUpon.com, Belgrade — Tech lead
JULY 2020 - AUGUST 2021

As tech lead for the core team, I led a team of developers in the design,
redesign, refactoring and development of our system internals. I provided
technical guidance and mentorship to the team. I worked closely with the
project manager, ops people and feature teams to ensure that our
platform continued to operate with increased load and features growth.

wetter.com GmbH, Belgrade — Senior backend developer
APRIL 2019 - MAY 2020

Complete reimplementation of the API for the https://wetter.com/
website and all of the wetter GmbH applications. This included designing
and developing the new API from scratch, creating complete API
documentation using OpenAPI 3 standards, and implementing
comprehensive test coverage to ensure the reliability and stability of the
API.

HolisticAgency [self-employed] — Contract PHP developer
FEBRUARY 2015 - APRIL 2019

Developer on back o�ce application for the biggest London helicopter
sightseeing company thelondonhelicopter.com (online booking and
payment, flight management, scheduling and availability checking...)

Humanity.com inc., Belgrade / San Francisco — Backend
developer
SEPTEMBER 2013 - FEBRUARY 2015

API development for Humanity.com SPA (Business Management
Software) and internal tools.

HAT webtech, Belgrade — Partner, Backend developer
APRIL 2010 - FEBRUARY 2015

I built a backend system in PHP that allows users to create websites and
portals from within their browser by defining layout, templates, data
models, and relationships between models. The system is used to power a
major news portal in the Balkans.

TOP SKILLS

 PHP ★★★★★ - Expert

SQL ★★★★☆ - Experienced

Git ★★★★☆ - Experienced

Linux ★★★☆☆ - Skillful

For more details please visit
www.holisticagency.com

CERTIFICATIONS & AWARDS

Certified ScrumMaster®
at Scrum Alliance
[2014-2016].

LANGUAGES

English - Highly proficient in
speaking and very good in
writing
Serbian - Native speaker

EDUCATION
Faculty of Mathematics,
University of Belgrade
2006 - 2009 Computer science (start
working and drop out mid-way).
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Panajotis worked for wetter.com as a software developer. Besides
implementing coding tasks his responsibilities included requirement
gathering, analysis, and design of complex web applications using
various technologies.

Panajotis proved himself to be a dependable employee and hard worker
with solid problem solving and technical skills. He impressed by his
ability to complete the work assigned to him on time meeting deadlines
with an output of good quality.

He takes his work very seriously, is very careful and cautious about his
work. His quick thinking and cautious personality have helped our
company to a great extent.

As a talented, hard-working employee he would be an asset to have on
any team.

― Jan Späth, Software developer and Project lead at Wetter GmbH (April 2020)

Panos is an expert PHP developer with substantial experience working on
complex web applications. Very professional and with a strong work
ethic. I especially rate his pro-active approach alongside in-depth
technical skills. Highly recommended and look forward to working
together in future.

― Nils Millahn, Technical Director LinkedIn recommendation (October 2018.)
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